
ProntoForms Releases Three New Customer Video Success
Stories

OTTAWA, Canada - September 24, 2015 - ProntoForms Corporation ("ProntoForms" or the "Company") (TSXV: PFM),

maker of ProntoForms®, a mobile data collection and analytics platform, is pleased to announce that it has released three

new customer videos, produced in conjunction with Microsoft and AT&T. The videos highlight how a relocation company, a

security solutions provider and a social services agency have leveraged AT&T Mobile Forms, powered by ProntoForms, to

improve their operations and reduce costs. ProntoForms helps accelerate the sales of Microsoft Windows mobile devices

and Cloud services because the platform is rapid to deploy and allows for easy configuring of business data routing to the

Cloud.

Headquartered in Montgomeryville, PA, Movers Specialty Service is the nation’s largest executive relocation mover. AT&T

Mobile Forms has accelerated customer billing by 24 hours and reduced costs in the billing department. Management now

has greater visibility into the work performed by its contractors, who no longer have to spend several hours every night

completing and faxing paperwork.

Located in Memphis, TN, Dillard Door provides complete commercial security solutions, from security doors to cameras to

alarm systems. Prior to AT&T Mobile Forms, field technicians filled out work and time sheets exclusively on paper forms,

which did not reach the office until the following day. With AT&T Mobile Forms, as soon as a form is completed, it is

submitted to the office, empowering management with real-time business data and visibility of field operations. The solution

has also eliminated delays in the customer billing cycle, allowing Dillard Door to bill customers two to three days faster.

Featherfist helps Chicago’s homeless community advance toward self-sufficiency and residential stability by providing

transitional and permanent housing. This not-for-profit relied on manual paper-based processes to collect vital information on

homeless clients, leading to substantial lags in data entry, which impacted how rapidly the agency could assign housing.

Featherfist now efficiently captures information about clients and their housing requirements on mobile devices in the field.

This data is immediately submitted to the office so appropriate housing can be identified. AT&T Mobile Forms empowers

Featherfist to more rapidly match housing to homeless people, eliminating delays that can have substantial health and

emotional impacts on the agency's patrons.

"These stories are powerful examples of how diverse types of businesses can benefit from mobilizing organizational

processes and how our solution is robust enough for large enterprises yet simple enough for small community

organizations," said Alvaro Pombo, ProntoForms Founder and CEO. "It’s inspiring to see how these people have

transformed their organizations with mobility. We’re honored to have documented these stories in collaboration with AT&T

and Microsoft."

ProntoForms

https://www.prontoforms.com


See our customers tell their own success stories at https://mobileforms.att.com/.

About ProntoForms Corporation

ProntoForms is a mobile workflow platform used by more than 3,500 businesses to collect and analyze field data with

smartphones and tablets. Our product delivers an intuitive, secure and scalable solution for mobilizing business processes,

with a very low total cost of ownership. Our customers harness the solution to increase productivity and reduce cost, improve

quality of service and mitigate risks.

ProntoForms is the winner of the 2015 Frost & Sullivan Competitive Strategy Innovation and Leadership Award for the Mobile

Forms Industry.

The company trades on the TSXV under the symbol PFM. ProntoForms is the registered trademark of ProntoForms Inc., a

wholly owned subsidiary of ProntoForms Corporation.

Certain information in this press release may constitute forward-looking information. For example, statements about the

Company's future growth or value are forward-looking information. This information is based on current expectations that are

subject to significant risks and uncertainties that are difficult to predict. Actual results might differ materially from results

suggested in any forward-looking statements. The Company assumes no obligation to update the forward-looking

statements, or to update the reasons why actual results could differ from those reflected in the forward looking-statements

unless and until required by securities laws applicable to the Company. Neither TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation

Services Provider (as that term is defined in the policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the

adequacy or accuracy of this release.
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